Abstract. For a non-orientable closed surface standardly embedded in the 4-sphere, a diffeomorphism over this surface is extendable if and only if this diffeomorphism preserves the Guillou-Marin quadratic form of this embedded surface.
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Guillou-Marin quadratic form
For a smooth embedding e of the closed non-orientable surface N g of genus g into S 4 ,
Guillou and Marin ( [3] see also [11] ) defined a quadratic form q e : H 1 (N g ; Z 2 ) → Z 4
as follows: Let C be an immersed circle on N g , and D be a connected orientable This map q e is called Guillou-Marin quadratic form, since q e satisfies q e (x + y) = q e (x) + q e (y) + 2 × (x · y) 2 ,
where (x · y) 2 means the mod-2 intersection number between x and y. For example, q os (x 2i−1 ) = +1, q os (x 2i ) = −1 for the basis {x 1 , . . . , x g } of H 1 (N g ; Z 2 ) shown in Figure   1 . This quadratic form q e is a non-orientable analogy of Rokhlin quadratic form.
A diffeomorphism φ over N g is e-extendable if there is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism Φ of S 4 such that the following diagram is commutative, If the diffeomorphisms φ 1 over N g is e-extendable, and φ 1 is isotopic to φ 2 , then φ 2 is e-extendable. Therefore, e-extendability is a property about isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms over N g . The group M(N g ) of isotopy classes of all diffeomorphisms over N g is called the mapping class group of N g . An element φ of M(N g ) is eextendable if there is an e-extendable representative of φ. By the definition of q e , we can see that if φ ∈ M(N g ) is e-extendable then φ preserves q e , i.e. q e (φ * (x)) = q e (x)
for every x ∈ H 1 (N g ; Z 2 ). What we would like to know is whether φ ∈ M(N g ) is eextendable when φ preserves q e . The answer to this problem would be depend on the embedding e. In this paper, we consider the case where e is the o-standard embedding. A simple closed curve c on N g is an A-circle (resp. an M-circle), if the tubular neighborhood of c is an annulus (resp. a Möbius band). We denote by t c the Dehn twist about an A-circle c on N g . In each figure, we indicate the direction of a Dehn twist by an arrow. Lickorish [9, 10] showed that Dehn twists and Y -homeomorphisms generate M(N g ). We review the definition of Y -homeomorphism. Let m be an Mcircle and a be an oriented A-circle in N g such that m and a transversely intersect in one point. Let K ⊂ N g be a regular neighborhood of m ∪ a, which is a unioun of the tubular neighborhoods of m and a and then is homeomorphic to the Klein bottle with a hole. Let M be a regular neighborhood of m. We denote by Y m,a a homeomorphism over N g which is described as the result of pushing M once along a keeping the boundary of K fixed (see Figure 2) . We call Y m,a a Y -homeomorphism.
Szepietowski [14] showed an interesting results on the proper subgroup of M(N g ) generated by all Y -homeomorphisms.
Chillingworth showed that M(N g ) is finitely generated.
) and m g−1 be circles shown in Conversely, we assume that φ preserves q os . Then φ is an element of N g (q os ).
Therefore, if each generator of N g (q os ) is os-extendable then φ is os-extendable. Since a sliding of a Möbius band along the tube illustrated in Figure 7 is an extension of Y i,j , For a ∈ H 1 (N g ; Z 2 ), we define the transvection T a :
Therefore, in order to prove Theorem 4.1, we should see that every element of N g (q os )
is a product of these elements. Proof. We review the crosscap pushing map defined in [15] . Fix p 0 ∈ N g−1 and define M(N g−1 , p 0 ) be the group of isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms over N g−1 preserving
obtained as the effect of pushing p 0 once along γ. This homomorphism j is in a non-orientable analogy of the Birman exact sequence [1] . We define a homomorphism
from N g−1 − int U by attaching a Möbius band along ∂U. Here we assume that this Möbius band is the i-th band on N g . We extend h| N −int U to a diffeomorphism ϕ(h) over N g constructed as above by the identity on the Möbius band. The homomorphism ψ = ϕ • j is called a crosscap pushing map. Figure 8 , and
. We will show:
Lemma 4.4. Every Y-homeomorphism is a product of Y-homeomorphisms which are
By Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, we see that every Y-homeomorphism is an element of G g .
Therefore, by Theorem 3.1, we conclude:
Remark 4.6. While the author was writing this paper, Szepietowski informed the author that he found a finite system of generators for Γ 2 (N g ). In the next subsection, we introduce his system of generators and prove Lemma 4.4 by using his result. In this subsection, we show Lemma 4.4 by our original proof.
As shown in Figure 9 , we use the symbol ⊕ (resp. ⊖) to indicate the place where the Möbius band are attached such that q os (x i ) = +1 (resp. q os (x i ) = −1) for the circle x i indicated in Figure 1 . We denote an element 10, glue them along the boundaries, and cap by the arc indicated on the left of Figure   10 from the left and by the arc indicated on the right of Figure 10 from the right.
We call this circle the r-circle associated to x and denote by R(x). For an element
, where ǫ i = 0 or 1, we define supp(x) = {x i | ǫ i = 1}. Two simple closed curves c 1 and
Proof. If g = 1 or 2, then the conclusion is trivial.
where the left most symbols are the i-th symbol, since and
where the left most symbols are the i-th symbol, since
When g ≥ 4, we get our conclusion by the induction on g and G g -equivalences (2) and (3) . 
. By the same way as above, we see that
is a products of Y-homeomorphisms whose legs are r-circles. From the above observation, it suffices to show that one of t a i (s) = φ i (s i ),
Since a i does not intersects R(x) such that supp(x)∩{x i , x i+1 } = ∅, we only consider the action of t a i on R(x) such that supp(x) ∩ {x i , x i+1 } = ∅. When we consider the action of t a i and Y-homeomorphisms, we do not need to take care of the sign on the 
By the same reasons as in the previous paragraph, it suffice to consider the action of t c i on R(x) such that supp(x) ∩ {x i , x i+1 , x i+2 , x i+3 } = ∅, and, in symbols of r-sequences, we change + and − into ×, and ⊕ and ⊖ into ⊗. There are 15 cases to
, where the i-th, i + 1-st, i + 2-nd and i + 3-rd symbols are indicated. Since (3) (6) (12) and (15) do not intersect c i , t c i does not change these r-circles. By drawing figures of r-circles, we see:
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Let Y m,a be a Y-homeomorphism whose leg is an r-circle.
By Corollary 4.8, there is an element
Lemma 4.9, we get our conclusion. Figure 11 . The curve α I for I = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k }.
4.2.
Szepietowski's generators for Γ 2 (N g ). We review the finite system of generators for Γ 2 (N g ) introduced in [15] . For each non empty subset I = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k } of {1, . . . , g}, let α I be the simple closed curve shown in Figure 11 . If I = {i}, we write α i instead of α {i} . Szepietowski proved:
) is generated by the following elements.
The group Γ 2 (N 3 ) is generated by the elements 1).
We show: Lemma 4.11. For arbitrary i < j < k < l, Y α {i,j,k} ,α {i,j,k,l} is G g -equivalent to a short-leg Y-homeomorphism.
Proof. It suffices to show that, for every i < j < k, α {i,j,k} is G g -equivalent to α 1 or α 2 . By drawing figures, we see: Theorem 4.12. O g (q os ) is generated by the set of elements of the following two forms:
Let {x 1 , . . . , x g } be the basis of H 1 (N g ; Z 2 ) which is introduced in Figure 1 . We obtain a finite system of generators for O g (q os ) explicitly.
Lemma 4.13. O g (q os ) is generated by
Proof. We write any element v of H 1 (N g ; Z 2 ) as v = x i 1 +. . .+x im such that i 1 < . . . < i m and call m the length of v, or as v = ( (4) and (5) such that T w = T T v T .
Any element (4) acts only on the odd part of v or only on the even part of v. For example, when i < j < k,
Therefore, if we define l o (v) = the length of the odd part of v, and l e (v) = the length of the even part of v, then v 4
Hence, v 4 ∼ w if and only if l o (v) = l o (w) and l e (v) = l e (w).
When p < i, i + 3 < s, {i, i + 1} = {q, q ′ } and {i + 2, i + 3} = {r, r ′ }, the element (5) acts as follows.
We will show that every element of the first form in Theorem 4.12 is a product of (4) and (5). Let a be an element of H 1 (N g ; Z 2 ) such that q os (a) = 2. Then,
− l e (a) mod 4. Therefore, there are two cases l o (a) = l e (a) + 4t + 2 or l e (a) = l o (a) + 4t + 2 (t ∈ Z ≥0 ). For the first case,
For the second case,
We see ∼ is by T x 1 +x 2 T x 3 +x 4 T x 1 +x 2 +x 3 +x 4 . Therefore, it suffices to consider the first case.
We see (
where the first 5 ∼ is by T x l+3 +x l+4 T x l+5 +x l+6 T x l+3 +x l+4 +x l+5 +x l+6 , and the second 5 ∼ is by T x l+2 +x l+3 T x l+4 +x l+5 T x l+2 +x l+3 +x l+4 +x l+5 . Hence, a 4,5
x 1 + x 3 + (x 4 + x 5 ) + · · ·+ (x 2(n−1) + x 2(n−1)+1 ), where 5 ∼ is by T x 1 +x 2 T x 3 +x 4 T x 1 +x 2 +x 3 +x 4 .
Therefore, by the induction on n, we see a 4,5 ∼ x 1 + x 3 . Hence T a is a product of (4) and (5) if q os (a) = 2.
We will show that every element of the second form in Theorem 4.12 is a product of (4) 
